
January 29, 2003 

To: Judge Gajarsa 

From: Leslie 

Prof. Mario Franzosi dropped by to see you this a.m. (about 11:15). 
He is in the DC area today. He is free beginning at 4:00 p.m. today 
for several hours (since he will be leaving on a 10:00 p.m. flight) -
should you have any available time whatsoever. 

His number is: 011393358120886 

He is an attorney, has taught in Italy, and was teaching temporarily 
at Washington Univ. He said he met you previously (he has also 
met Judges Michel and Rader.) 

He would like to 1) ask you to lecture in Italy; and, 2) talk to you 
about his idea of the creation of an "academy of judges," which 
would be a panel of judges where "foreigners" teach to Italian 
judges and Italians to "foreigners." He believes the Italian judiciary 
is not updated, too "parochial," and that an exchange of ideas 
would be very beneficial. 

He said, however, that he lacks the ability of how to accomplish this 
- he himself cannot create the structure. He thought of you since 
you speak Italian, and may have many contacts. 

He said he would like to see this idea have an "avalanche effect," 
that is, have an exchange take place yearly. He said there are a 
number of foreign judges willing to do this and he named the 
following: 

Judge Meierbeck (German, President of the Supreme Court); 



Judge Laddie 
Lord Hoffman 

He said these judges are all "happy with the idea" but don't speak 
Italian. 

In summary, Prof. Franzosi asks: 1) do you have ideas to effect 
such an academy/exchange forum, i.e. perhaps you have better 
connections to create such a structure - perhaps there are people 
you could call? He thinks it is a good idea but, - how to do this? 
[He said possibly collect letters from a number of foreign judges 
originating such an idea and perhaps the ministry of productive 
ideas (equivalent of our secretary of commerce?) would initiate 
such?); and, 2) any other ideas of promotion for this idea? And is 
this the right approach to accomplish the goal? 

He said ideally his plan would comprise a team of 4-5 "foreign" 
judges and 20 Italian judges. He believes there are a certain 
number of foreign judges willing to participate. 

He thought that the best place to hold such an event would be 
Portofino in perhaps July or Sept. (thinking of optimal landscape 
and food). 

In closing, these are the ideas he came to discuss with you. 
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